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Abstract—Air traffic control in non-radar oceanic airspace has 

always been relatively limited. Current American and European 

projects aim at transiting from ground-based systems to satellite-

based systems. New technologies will allow to reduce significantly 

the present aircraft separation standards.  As a consequence, the 

aircraft crossing the North Atlantic will be able to follow better 

routes, which will improve the air traffic situation by decreasing 

of flight durations and congestion in pre-oceanic continental 

airspace. In this paper an optimization model is introduced and a 

simple methodology to solve this problem is proposed that yields 

encouraging preliminary results. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

A. North Atlantic airspace 

The North Atlantic (NAT) is the busiest oceanic airspace in 
the world. For the most part in the North Atlantic, Air Traffic 
Services (ATS) radar surveillance is unavailable, and Air 
Traffic Control (ATC) must rely significantly upon the aircraft 
HF voice position reports. Aircraft separation assurance and 
safety are nevertheless highly demanded.  

Due to the constraints of large horizontal separation criteria 
and a limited economical flight level (FL) band (FL310-400), 
the airspace is congested at peak hours. In order to provide the 
best traffic control service, a system of tracks referred to as the 
Organized Track System (OTS) is constructed to accommodate 
as many flights as possible on, or close to, their minimum time 
tracks and altitude profiles [1]. 

As a result of passenger demand and time zone differences, 
much of the NAT air traffic contributes to two major 
alternating flows: westbound and eastbound, whose effect is to 
concentrate most of the traffic unidirectionally. Due to the 
meteorological conditions, including the presence of jet 
streams, consecutive eastbound and westbound minimum-time 
tracks are seldom identical. The creation of a different OTS is 
therefore necessary for each of the major flows. In general the 
east-west tracks are situated more northerly than the west-east 
tracks (Figure 1). 

Currently, about half of NAT flights are planned on the 
OTS [1]. OTS flights operate on great circle tracks joining 

successive significant waypoints and are commonly planned so 
that the specified ten degrees of longitudes (10°W, 20°W, etc.) 
are crossed at integer degrees of latitude. The aircraft may be 
planned at any of the flight levels published for that track. 
Unless otherwise requested by ATC, the flights on tracks 
should report their position at the designated reporting points 
listed in the flight plan. 

 

Figure 1.  North Atlantic oceanic airspace with Organized Track System 

To mitigate against communication equipment failures and 
poor propagation conditions, ATC often employs strategic 
traffic planning, and issues Oceanic Clearances (authorization 
to follow the specified track at a defined speed and flight 
level). Flights that continue to follow such pre-coordinated 
strategic oceanic clearances are thereby guaranteed conflict-
free progress to oceanic exit. Every effort is therefore made to 
clear aircraft as per their flight plans. However, this is not 
always possible, especially during peak traffic flow periods.  

B. Separation standards 

The current situation shows that the traffic often follows a 
routing which is not optimal in terms of flow management 
from an overall ATC point of view [2], and therefore some re-
routing is necessary when entering continental radar control 
areas. This leads to increasing length and duration of the flights 
as well as to increasing the congestion in the continental 
airspace. It seams reasonable to enable the re-routing of aircraft 
directly within the OTS-covered area from the initial 
predefined track to another oceanic exit point that is more 



suitable in view of its final destination. This would reduce 
ATC complexity in continental airspace near the exit of the 
track system, and improve the aircraft’s remaining route 
towards destination. 

A major factor in preventing traffic re-routing with current 
oceanic separation standards is the additional longitudinal 
separation required for flights which have not reported over a 
common point. Two consecutive aircraft following the same 
track should be separated 10 minutes apart (Figure 2), as their 
longitudinal relationship is established by their position reports 
and any errors in forward position estimates can be assumed to 
cancel out since they both experience the same weather. But 
this assumption can not be applied in the case where a 
particular aircraft desires to re-route onto the adjacent track 
(Figure 2), as it has experienced weather different from that of 
any aircraft following this track. As a consequence, current 
regulations impose an increased longitudinal separation of 15 
minutes in this case. Due to the high density of traffic on 
tracks, this re-routing maneuver can therefore rarely be applied. 

 

Figure 2.  Aircraft longitudinal separation criterion on the tracks 

The transition from present ATC tools to airborne-based 
systems and procedures proposed by the American and 
European projects NextGen (Next Generation Air Transport 
System) and SESAR (Single European Sky ATM Research) 
can help to overcome these drawbacks. The key component of 
these projects is the Automatic Dependent Surveillance-
Broadcast (ADS-B) technology [3] that combines aircraft’s 
positioning source, aircraft avionics, and a ground 
infrastructure to create an accurate surveillance interface 
between aircraft and ATC. Aircraft transponders receive GPS 
signals and use them to determine the aircraft’s actual position. 
These and other data are then broadcast to other aircraft and to 
ATC (Figure 3). 

The new approach will allow to decrease significantly the 
oceanic separation standards [4]. Indeed, with ADS-B systems 
the consecutive aircraft following the same track would be 
separated only 2 minutes apart, and the aircraft performing a 
re-routing to the adjacent track would be separated only 3 
minutes from the aircraft on its new track. Obviously, the new 
separation standards will raise the limit on the total number of 
flights allowed for crossing the NAT airspace, and generally 
improve the aircraft routes by decreasing their length. 

Several papers [5, 6, 7, 8] are devoted to treating the related 
problem in the Pacific oceanic airspace. However, to our 
knowledge, no research works have been published concerning 

the NAT airspace. This paper describes a preliminary study 
aiming at modeling the improvement of oceanic air traffic 
situation when using the ADS-B technology. 

 

Figure 3.  Automatic Dependent Surveilllance-Broadcast operating principle 

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

A. OTS modeling 

Our aim is to provide a mathematical formulation of the 
problem consisting in searching for optimal flight routes for a 
set of flights within OTS. As the subject of the study is the 
NAT airspace, only the parts of the routes belonging to the 
OTS will be taken into account. Moreover, as the eastbound 
and westbound traffics are well separated in time and space, 
they can be considered independently. Thus, only the 
eastbound traffic (departing from North America and arriving 
in Europe) will be taken into consideration here. Obviously, the 
westbound traffic can be treated in the same way.  

To define the flight route, first it is necessary to define the 
OTS structure. The OTS can be represented by a Nx×Ny×Nz 
grid of waypoints, where Ny is the number of OTS tracks, Nx – 
the number of waypoints on each track, and Nz – the number of 
flight levels for each track. Thus, the 3D position of an 
eastbound aircraft located on track j at waypoint i at flight level 
k is completely specified by the vector (i, j, k). 

A flight entering a predefined track at a predefined flight 
level is supposed to follow this track at the same level until a 
change of trajectory is made. In this preliminary study such 
changes are only allowed at the waypoints. Thus, from its 
current 3D position (i, j, k), the flight has several possibilities 
to pursue its route:  

 to follow the same track at the same flight level,  

 to re-route to an adjacent track at the same flight level,  

 to change the flight level.  

In the first two cases, the flight should follow the straight 
line connecting the current waypoint to the next one, where the 
next waypoint can be one of the following (see Figure 4): 

 (i+1, j, k) (same track); 

 (i+1, j+1, k) (northern reroute);  



 (i+1, j–1, k) (southern reroute). 

This grid of waypoints represents a network for which 
nodes are waypoints and links are route segments connecting 
such nodes (Figure 4). Some extra nodes have been added for 
modeling route segment crossings. These extra nodes are 
considered to be outside the network. 

When an aircraft changes its flight level, it is only 
authorized to climb (not to descend), in order to satisfy as 
much as possible the optimal kerosene consumption flight 
profile provided by the company. Moreover, according to the 
current ATC rules, aircraft may change flight level only when 
crossing a waypoint (Figure 5). In our model the distance 
between the real horizontal position of the aircraft at the new 
flight level and the previous waypoint (see Figure 5) is 
neglected, as well as the time required to reach the new flight 
level. This instantaneous-climbing hypothesis is reasonable as 
the distance between the waypoints is much greater than the 
distance needed for flight level changing, so the aircraft is 
supposed to climb almost instantly. Thus, the next aircraft 
position in this case will be assumed to be (i, j, k+1). 

 

Figure 4.  OTS grid model with  nodes and links 

 

Figure 5.  Flight-level change model  on a given  track 

B. Flight Modeling 

In the model we are introducing, each flight is represented 
by few parameter values. Some of them are fixed data of the 
problem while others may vary and will represent optimization 
variables of the problem. These flight parameters are: 

 the entry and exit tracks, 

 the entry time, 

 the speed and flight levels at waypoints, 

 the track change positions. 

The number of options given to a flight depends on its entry 
and exit track numbers. For instance, if the entry and exit tracks 
are the same, the aircraft has no opportunity to change its 
trajectory. The flight-level changes are fixed according to the 
optimal performance of the aircraft and happen at some 
computed waypoint. They are not decision variables. 

In this paper a simplified model has been considered. For 
each flight f the following input data are given: 

    NyfTrin ,...,2,1  - the desired entry track; 

    NyfTrout ,...,2,1  - the desired exit track; 

  ft in  - the desired entry time; 

    fconstfv   - the aircraft speed; 

    NzfFLin ,...,2,1  - the entry flight level; 

    NzfFLout ,...,2,1  - the exit flight level  

   fFLfFL inout  ; 

   1,...,2,1,  Nxifz i  - binary parameters defining 

the flight altitude profile, that depends on the aircraft 
weight, and satisfying the following conditions: 
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For each flight f, we define decision variables as follows:  

   1,...,2,1,  Nxifxi  - binary variables defining the 

flight re-routing maneuvers:  

 





otherwise.,0

,t at waypoin  track changes flight  if,1 if
fxi  

For each flight f, these variables form a binary vector 
of size 1Nx , where the number of ones is equal to 

the distance between actual entry and exit tracks. 

When   1fxi , the aircraft leaves the current 

occupied track at waypoint i, and reroutes to the 
adjacent track (the next track towards the exit track). 

Based on our first experiments, we have remarked that, for 
many situations, such a search space definition does not 
guarantee existence of conflict-free trajectories. In order to 
avoid this situation, entry and exit track numbers and entry 
time have been relaxed by allowing aircraft to enter (or to exit) 
an adjacent track with some delay. The delay (denoted as 

 fd ) can be chosen among a number dN  of discrete-valued 

multiples of a fixed slot duration (denoted as slot). The new 
associated decision variables are: 

    NyfTr actin ,...,2,1_   - the actual entry track; 

    NyfTr actout ,...,2,1_   - the actual exit track; 

  fd  - the time delay at track entry. 



Decision variables must satisfy the following constraints: 

         1,,1_  fTrfTrfTrfTr inininactin , 

(tolerance with regards to required entry track); 

         1,,1_  fTrfTrfTrfTr outoutoutactout , 

(tolerance with regards to required entry track); 

     slotffd   , where    dNf ,...,1,0 , 

(acceptable delays); 

      fTrfTrfx actinactout
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,                   

(total number of re-routing maneuvers).  

C. Objective function 

For a single flight, different route optimality criteria can be 
chosen, e.g. the total trajectory length, the total flight duration, 
the fuel consumption, etc. While constructing the optimal 
routes for a set of flights, we must ensure the additional 
collision avoidance requirement based on the separation 
standards.  

In this preliminary study, only a collision-avoidance 
criterion is taken into account in order to simplify modeling, as 
the aim of this first step of the study is to verify whether a 
conflict-free solution exists when applying the new separation 
standards. In future work alternative measure characteristics 
(such as fuel consumption, flight duration, etc.) will be 
considered. 

Based on the route network structure, conflicts may happen 
only at nodes and links. The following auxiliary variables are 
introduced: 

 nCf  - the number of conflicts on nodes; 

 lCf  - the number of conflicts on links. 

Thus, in the current model, the objective function is simply 

given by  ln CfCf  . 

Given an instantiation of decision variables, the aircraft 
trajectories can be computed on the network based on a flight 
simulator. Each time an aircraft passes over a node, the passing 
time is recorded. The same recording process is applied for link 
entry and exit times.  

A conflict is detected on a node if the longitudinal 
separation constraint is violated for two aircraft passing this 
node. To calculate the number of conflicts at a given node n, all 
the flights f passing this node are selected and sorted according 

to the time )( ftn  at which they pass this node. To satisfy the 

longitudinal separation requirements, the condition 

     1,1  fftftft snn  must be fulfilled for 

1,...,2,1  nNf , where nN  is the total number of flights 

passing the node, and  1,  ffts  is the imposed longitudinal 

separation value depending on the flights’ maneuvers. If for 
any pair of flights f and f +1 this condition is violated, then a 

conflict is detected and nCf  is increased by one. 

Based on the sequence order of aircraft at the link entry and 
exit, it is possible to detect conflict happening on this link. It 
happens if an aircraft is slower than the one following it on the 
same track. To compute the number of conflicts at a particular 
link l, all flights passing this link are selected and sorted into 
two lists according to the time at which they entry and exit this 
link. Then, the entry and exit lists are compared. If two aircraft 

are found swapped, then a conflict is detected and lCf  is 

increased by the number of flights having different ranks in 
both lists. 

III. OPTIMIZATION METHOD 

The problem we have to solve is fully discrete with many 
decision variables. If we consider N flights with a number of 

discrete delays dN  and an average cT  of track changes among 

1Nx  transition segments, the associated combinatorics is 

given by: 
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For instance, if 5dN , 4cT , 10Nx  and 500N , 

then the number of different potential solutions to be 
considered is:  
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Due to this high combinatorics, we have developed a 
methodology based on stochastic optimization and 
implemented the Simulated Annealing (SA) method. This 
optimization method is a metaheuristic inspired from the 
thermodynamics theory [9, 10]. It imitates the annealing of the 
metal, involving heating and controlled cooling. Each point s 
of the search space is analogous to a state of some physical 
system, and a function E(s) to be minimized is analogous to 
the internal energy of the system in that state. The goal is to 
bring the system, from an arbitrary initial state, to a state with 
minimal energy (the optimal solution of the problem).  

At each step, the SA heuristic considers some neighboring 
state (solution) s' of the current state (solution) s, and 
probabilistically decides between moving the system to  the 
new state s' or remaining in state s. This probability depends 
both on the difference between the corresponding function 
values E(s) and E(s') and also on a global parameter T (called 
the temperature) that is gradually decreased during the process. 
The dependency is such that the choice between the previous 
and current solution is almost random when T is large (during 
the first iterations), but increasingly selects the better solution 
as T goes to zero (as the number of iterations grows). 
Typically, this step is repeated until the system reaches a state 
that is considered good enough, or until a given computation 
budget has been exhausted. 

Several notions and parameters are to be defined and 
adjusted for the SA algorithm: 



 the representation of state of the system (solution) s 
from the search space; 

 the energy function (the objective function of the 

minimization problem)  sE ; 

 the method to generate the neighboring state (solution) 
from the current one  ( 'ss  ); 

 the probability of acceptance of the state transition  as 

a function of the temperature  Tsspraccept ,' ; 

 the initial temperature 0T ; 

 the law of temperature decreasing; 

 the number of transitions performed at a same 
temperature level; 

 the stopping criterion for the algorithm.  

In our context, the state of the system will represent the 
trajectories of the set of N flights using N vectors, each of 
which corresponds to a particular flight f and contains the 

decision variables defined above:  f ,  fTr actin _ , 

 fTr actout _ ,   1,...,2,1,  Nxifxi  (see Figure 6). The flight 

trajectory is completely defined by these variables together 
with the flight predefined data such as the desired track entry 
time, the flight altitude profile and the aircraft velocity. The 
energy function is represented by our objective function: the 

total number of conflicts,   ln CfCfsE  . 

To generate a neighboring state 's  from the current state s, 

the mutation operator has to be defined. In the current model, a 
mutation consists in choosing randomly one flight f, and 
changing randomly some of its parameters. The mutation of re-
routing variables involves choosing randomly two variables 

 fxi  and  fx j  having different values (0 and 1), and 

permuting their values (Figure 7). The goal is to explore widely 
the search space at high temperatures, and to reduce the search 
area as the temperature decreases in order to concentrate the 
search near the optimum. The probability of acceptance of the 
state transition is defined by the following formula: 
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The initial temperature 0T  is to be adjusted from each 

particular problem in order to provide acceptance of most of 
the transitions. The process of the initial temperature setting is 
analogue to the process of the system heating. It starts with 

some small temperature value 0
0T  that can be obtained from 

examining a number M of system states. Then, at each step, the 
current temperature is increased by multiplying it with some 

value 1 : 
1

00
 ii TT  . These steps are repeated until the 

acceptance probability at the current temperature becomes 

sufficient (    Tsspraccept ,' , for some user-defined value  

of  ). The last obtained temperature is then chosen as the 

initial temperature 0T .  

 

Figure 6.  System state representation 

 

Figure 7.  System state mutation to perfrom transition to a neighbor state 

The process of temperature decreasing is analogue to the 
system cooling. The cooling should be made rather slow in 
order to allow the system to reach the thermodynamic 
equilibrium. The exponential cooling schema has been chosen: 

1 ii TT  , where   is close to but smaller than 1. The 

number of transitions tN  tested at each particular temperature 

level was supposed to be constant.  

The stopping criterion is to stop either when an optimal 

(i.e., feasible) solution is found (   0sE ), or when the 

temperature goes below the predefined critical value fT . 

IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 

This section represents the experimental settings and 
obtained results in order to validate the proposed optimization 
formulation and the methodology introduced. 



A. User-defined parameter values for SA 

After the number of tests having been held, the following 
parameter value were adjusted empirically for SA algorithm: 

 1000M ; 

  




M

i

isE
M

T

1

0
0

01.0
; 

 2.0 ; 

 8.0 ; 

 99.0,95.0,9.0 ; 

 1000tN ; 

 00001.0 TT f  . 

B. Computational environment 

The SA algorithm was implemented in Java and was run 
under Windows-32 operational system, on Intel® Core™ 2 
CPU with 1.73 GHz. 

C. Test problem description 

To test our algorithm five random aircraft flight sets were 
generated. An aircraft flight set consists of 500 flights defined 

by the values  fTrin ,  fTrout ,  ftin ,  fv ,  fFLin , 

 fFLout ,  fzi , for 500,...,2,1f , that were randomly 

generated on a 4-hour time period with realistic altitude 

profiles and velocities. The aircraft velocity  fv  was chosen 

in the range from 450 knots to 500 knots.  

Aircraft were allowed to select an entry time delay in the 
range {0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30} minutes. 

The OTS was modeled with a regular grid consisting of 

7Ny  tracks each having  10Nx  waypoints and 10Nz  

flight levels. The distance between the tracks is 1º, which 
corresponds to 60 NM (Nautical Miles). The distance between 
waypoints is 10º, i.e. 300 NM at the latitude of 60º (taken as an 
example). The distance between the flight levels is 1000 feet 
(304.8 m).  

The tests were performed with two longitudinal separation 
values: 10 minutes (for the set of aircraft not equipped with 
ADS-B) and 2 minutes (for the set of aircraft equipped with 
ADS-B). In the case where an aircraft re-routes from another 
track, the value of longitudinal separation at the targeted 

waypoint  1,  ffts  is multiplied by 1.5 as required by the 

standard (15 minutes and 3 minutes correspondingly). In the 
case where one of the consecutive aircraft changes its flight 
level, the value of longitudinal separation between these 

aircraft  1,  ffts  is multiplied by 1.1, in order to 

compensate the error caused by neglecting the climbing time.  

D. Results 

Two types of tests were performed on the same generated 
flight sets. In the first case, it was supposed that the aircraft do 
not possess the ADS-B system. In the second case, all the 
aircraft were considered to be equipped with ADS-B.  

For the flight sets not equipped with ADS-B it was shown 
that no collision-free solution exists. This confirms that aircraft 
have to fly the routes that are not optimal. Different values of 
the temperature decrease parameter  were tested in this case 

in order to obtain better solution. The algorithm is able to 
decrease the total number of conflicts by a factor 3 when 
compared with the initial number. The results of simulations 
for flight set 1 are represented in Table I and in Figure 8. The 
initial number of conflicts in this case was equal to 2775. 

TABLE I.  COMPARING THE RESULTS OF SA FOR A TEST FLIGHT SET 

WITHOUT ADS-B 

  
Number of iterations 

of cooling 

Best solution, final 

number of conflicts 

0.9 88 1135 

0.95 180 1068 

0.99 917 817 

 

 

Figure 8.  Evolution of the number of conflicts with the steps of cooling 

process  performed for temperature decreasing for flight set 1 without  ADS-B 

For the flight sets where all aircraft are equipped with 
ADS-B, the SA algorithm finds an optimal (collision-free) 
solution for every test set under study. The average number of 
iterations in heating for the 5 tests is 11. The maximum number 
of decreasing steps during the cooling process that the 
algorithm can perform with the temperature decrease parameter 

9.0  is 88. For the tests with ADS-B, this number is 

sufficient, the value 9.0  is therefore preferred to be used. 
In this case, the average number of iterations in cooling for the 
5 tests is 37. The following graphs (Figures 9 and 10) represent 
the algorithm progress. 



Table II represents the average computational time of 
algorithm execution for both types of performed test (with and 
without ADS-B). 

 

Figure 9.  Evolution  of the number of conflicts with transitions performed 

during the process of cooling for flight set 1 with ADS-B 

 

Figure 10.  Evolution of the number of conflicts with the steps of cooling 

process  performed for temperature decreasing for flight sets with ADS-B 

TABLE II.  SIMULATED ANNEALING ALGORITHN COMPUTATIONAL TIME 

Test Computational parameters 
Computational 

time, min 

Without ADS-B 

Heating process 2 

Total, 9.0  8 

Total, 95.0  14.5 

Total, 99.0  67 

With ADS-B 
Heating process 4 

Total, 9.0  7.5 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a developed mathematical model of the 
oceanic air traffic is introduced. Based on the future 
performances of the ADS-B system, an optimization algorithm 
has been implemented in order to improve aircraft routes and to 
reduce the induced congestion at the exit continental airspace. 
Due to the high complexity of the combinatorial optimization 
problem, a Simulated Annealing algorithm has been applied. 

The performed simulations prove that implementing the 
ADS-B technology has a strong positive effect on the current 
traffic situation in North Atlantic oceanic airspace. The 
reduction of the current separation standards makes it possible 
for the aircraft to perform re-routing within Organized Track 
System and therefore, to follow more optimal trajectories 
towards their destination. As a consequence, the total flight 
duration as well as the congestion level in the pre-oceanic 
airspace will significantly decrease. 

In the future work it is planned to test the developed 
approach on real NAT traffic data and to compare the obtained 
optimized trajectories with the routes actually followed by 
aircraft, using appropriate aviation-focused metrics. Also it is 
planned to modify the objective function used in the model in 
order to take into account other performance measures (such as 
fuel consumption, flight duration, etc.). Future work could also 
consider other optimization algorithms to solve the described 
problem. 
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